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Adaptation: a semantic blur, few integration of political dimensions
Adaptation is now currently used and emphasized among the climate change community,
community but it brings some
confusion. Some says it develops like a virus. At the origin, adaptation was coming from natural sciences, it was used
to describe the behavior of species facing changing conditions in their environment: or they dye, either they move or
they adapt in the face of change.
Now adaptation is a political injunction. National and international institutions (IPCC, IMF, etc) present adaptation as
something obvious: to survive local societies have to adapt. But at local level, decision makers meet difficulties to
implement it and this top‐down injunction leads to many challenges for local authorities.
My aim is to clarify the concept thanks to a typology that highlights political implications of adaptation actions and
policies. First, I show the different ways adaptation is considered in the literature related to resilience, vulnerability
and climate change and the added value of considering it as a process. Secondly, I propose a typology of adaptation
actions that takes into account potential effects of actions. Finally, I discuss the concept of pathways as a useful
concept to describe political aspects of adaptation.
adaptation

Speeches and discourses: a good basis for analysis
 There are few adaptation actions implemented,
 Yet there are national, regional and local strategic plans ; many documents, institutional reports and
guidelines are related to adaptation, and give some explanations why and how local societies need to adapt.
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A qualitative methodology
 Study of local actions and strategic plans related to climate but also to urban planning and water
management on a large and coastal territory in the region of Languedoc Roussillon in the south of France
 Study of a corpus of discourses (plans, seminars, workshops, research programs)
 20 interviews of institutional decision‐makers

Adaptation as a mark of evolution and
change in the SES

To renew the definition of adaptation
• Case study considered as a Socio‐Ecological system, facing shocks
and changes
• Adaptation defined as a characteristic of a SES ("adaptability"), a
capacity ("adaptive capacity") to reduce vulnerability, a function of
resilience
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Proposal for an interdisciplinary typology of
adaptation
 To qualify adaptation more precisely (who/what adapts? To what? And
how?)
 To highlight how much the SES re‐organized and is renewed
 To highlight the political dimensions of adaptation process.

From the typology to adaptation pathways: a way to take into
account the political dimensions of adaptation
 Adaptation can be considered as a process to explore and precise its diverse dimensions
Adaptation is not only technical but is also intertwined with political process and has to
do with politics
 Adaptation as a process can help us to understand social and economic vulnerabilities,
and social and political choices decision‐makers have to face.
Contact: sandrine.dhenain@irstea.fr
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